A LWAY S A H E A D O F T H E C U R V E .

It’s the elegant entrée dome from Aladdin. With its gentle, sweeping curves and soft, satin finish,
the beautiful style of Essence™ will enhance the look of any meal-delivery system. There’s simply
no other dome like it!
Essence™ delivers long-lasting performance, too. Made from a durable material that resists scuffing,
stains and water spotting, Essence™ will keep its good looks longer to help reduce replacement costs.
The styling coordinates perfectly with our Allure® mugs and bowls. Available in a range of designer
colors, including our newest color, Bronze.

Our newest color,
Bronze.

The essence of great food styling includes the Essence™ dome, ahead of the curve from Aladdin Temp-Rite®…
the better by degrees people.
®

Allure® 5-oz.
bowl (ALC420)

Allure® 8-oz. bowl
(ALB420) and soup
dome (ALSD106)

Allure® 8-oz.
mug (ALM420)
Our newest color: Bronze
Shown is the Essence™ entrée dome;
Heat on Demand Advantage® base;
Presentation® china

Burgundy

Evening Blue
Black

Give your meals a beautiful look with the Essence™ insulated
9” entrée dome. It offers long-lasting performance that resists
scuffing, staining and water spotting; looking better longer
and helping reduce replacement costs.
Essence™ coordinates perfectly with our room service tray,
and can also be used with any flat cafeteria tray system.
Sea Mist
Bronze

• Fully foam insulated to maintain food temperatures.
• Fits Aladdin bases and most 9” bases on the market.
• Spacious design with more internal food clearance for
taller food items.

• Space-saving, stackable design with an easy-to-grip,

recessed handle helps prevent damage during washing
and handling.

Essence™ 9” entrée dome with Heat On Demand Advantage®
base, Presentation® china and Allure® 8-oz. mug, 5-oz. bowl
and 8-oz. bowl. Shown in Sea Mist with Aladdin’s Room
Service tray (RST1) and a Sea Flowers designer tray cover.

• Available in a range of designer colors, including our
newest color, Bronze.
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